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Description of a microlensing event

Light curve characteristic: 

§  Symmetric 

§  Achromatic 

§  Unique   ( ~1 evt / 106«) 

Point-lens, point source, 
rectilinear relative motion

The optical depth τ :
probability for a star to be 
behind an Einstein disk

Disk surface α RE
2 α Mlens

⇒  τ α Σ Mlens

α total mass of the 
probed structure



high S/N

Example of candidate



Initial motivation (end of the 80’s):���
contribution of compact objects to the galactic halo

•  Sub-stellar mass or 
invisible stellar mass 
baryonic objects

•  Others (accreted particles 
with occultation radius ���
< RE ~ 1AU)
Includes heavy black holes



Main targets ���
monitored since 1990’s

•  Magellanic Clouds => 
probe hidden matter in halo 
(τ ~ 5.10-7)

•  Galactic center => probe 
ordinary stars as lenses in 
disk/bulge (τ ~ 2.10-6)

•  Spiral arms ���
=> probe ordinary stars in 
disk, bar + hidden matter in 
thick disc (τ ~ 5.10-7)

•  M31



Census of the measured/measurable 
directions to probe milky-way structure���

1990 - 2017
•  Galactic center: all surveys found thousands of events mainly due 

to expected objects -> bright past & future (search for extrasolar planets…)

•  Galactic arms: 4 (low extinction) directions in (V, I): EROS
•  For visible passbands -> LSST
•  Enormous potential in infra-red (free from extinction): VISTA
•  Long-term future -> WFIRST

•  Galactic halo: LMC/SMC search for non luminous compact objects
-> 27 years of monitoring with Moa+Eros+Macho+Ogle !
Very few events found, compatible with expectations from normal 
Milky Way disk & LMC massive objects
–  M31: AGAPE/MEGA. Difficulty of the pixel-lensing technique; 

combine Milky-way + M31 lenses
–  Globular clusters (M22)



Main targets ���
monitored since 1990’s

•  Magellanic Clouds => 
probe hidden matter in halo 
(τ ~ 5.10-7)



The Milky way halo: LMC surveys

~ 80 events expected 
in all surveys if 100% 
halo @0.4Msol



The Milky way halo: LMC surveys

10-7Msun 10.Msol

Objects within this mass range contribute 
for less than 20% of the halo



Detected black holes are just heavier

10-7Msun 10.Msol

Objects within this mass range contribute 
for less than 20% of the halo



Microlensing from heavy black holes ���
Why historical surveys where insensitive?

Microlensing 
detection efficiency 

(several targets) 

•  Heavy lenses produce long 
duration events:

   <tE> ~ 70 days x sqrt(Mlens/Msol)
-> <tE> ~ 2 years for 100Msol objects

•  Microlensing detection 
efficiency of the historical 
surveys vanishes for such 
durations



Why does efficiency vanish? Several causes

–  Optimized for light objects
–  Required events fully 

contained within Δt
–  Multi-year search suffer 

from telescope/filter 
ageeing/transmission 
variations…

–  Long events have more 
chances to be affected by 
parallax

Existing data
MoaErosMachOgle

•  Limited duration Δt of each survey (3-8 yrs)
•  Background: semiregular variable stars
•  Observation/Analysis strategies



Parallax will complicate the analysis
- Apparent trajectory of the 
lens w/r line-of-sight: 
hypocycloid
- u0 (and magnification) 
shows modulations with 1 
year caracteristic time



Parallax will complicate the analysis
- Apparent trajectory of the 
lens w/r line-of-sight: 
hypocycloid
- u0 (and magnification) 
shows modulations with 1 
year caracteristic time

OGLE coll.



Search for very long events with joined 
data analysis: MEMO project

21 yrs 

25 yrs 

27 yrs 

Fields monitored within the
Large Magellanic Cloud
produced by A. Mirhosseini

MoaErosMachOgle combined light-
curves provides much more extended 
light-curves



Detection efficiency of combined surveys

Extrapolate microlensing detection efficiency
from a single survey of Δt duration, sampling tsamp
to  a  combined  survey  of  Δtcomb=  α.Δt,  with  a 
sampling tcomb. samp (~ tsamp)

1)  Efficiency invariant with time dilatation
          ε(αtE, αΔt, αtsamp) = ε(tE, Δt, tsamp)

2) Efficiency increases when tsamp decreases;���
    since tcomb. samp < αtsamp then:
      ε(tE, Δtcomb , tcomb. samp) > ε(tE/α, Δt, tsamp)

MoaErosMachOgle : Combining light-
curves will drastically improve detection 
efficiency for long duration tE events. 



•  Interesting potential 
to merge the existing 
databases (27 yrs!)

•  Significant sensitivity 
up to masses found 
through gravitational 
wave searches !

•  Next step: Do the 
analysis…

Expected combined exclusion limit, 
assuming joined data analysis

Expected # events
assuming 100% halo

made of lenses

Excluded halo 
fraction if no 
event found

produced by A. Mirhosseini



Examples of combined light-curves

Difficulties to join 
light-curves from 
different surveys
- Different colours
- Blending



Background

•  Semiregular variable 
stars
–  Up to 2000 days 

characteristic time
•  Mira ceti

–  May look like multi-
year microlensing with 
parallax



Microlensing observations and the Milky Way structure
•  Best tool to search for black holes [in the Galactic plane or as a 

significant fraction of the hidden halo mass].
•  Data already span 27 years
•  If black holes make the hidden halo mass, expect O(10) events for 

100Msol objects with a combined analysis 
Perspectives:

ü  Perform a combined analysis from all existing data bases
ü Make database ready for looking back in the case of emerging events
ü  Short term: MOA, OGLE IV still running ; GAIA
ü  Long term LSST

•  10 year wide field monitoring from 2022
•  Includes repeated observations towards Galactic plane + LMC/SMC
•  Median repetition rate: 3 days between observations
•  6 different filters
•  Combine LSST with the historical surveys ->   >30years

Conclusions, perspectives


